
Emotional Literacy Emotional Literacy 

•• ‘‘Pink and FluffyPink and Fluffy’’
•• What is the link between Emotional What is the link between Emotional 

Literacy and LearningLiteracy and Learning
•• Who needs it?Who needs it?
•• What can we do ?What can we do ?



Why bother ?Why bother ?

•• ‘‘It must be recognised that the area of It must be recognised that the area of 
pupil behaviour is highly emotive. It pupil behaviour is highly emotive. It 
challenges teacherschallenges teachers’’ sense of their own sense of their own 
professional competence and both professional competence and both 
teachersteachers’’ and parentsand parents’’ selfself--esteem. esteem. 
..emotions often get in the way of ..emotions often get in the way of 
constructive planning.constructive planning.’’ Peter Gray and Sue Peter Gray and Sue 
PanterPanter, Support for Learning, , Support for Learning, VolVol 15, No1. 15, No1. 



Targets Targets –– the problemthe problem

•• Pupils with EBD are most likely to be Pupils with EBD are most likely to be 
called upon to demonstrate significant called upon to demonstrate significant 
gains in the very areas in which they have gains in the very areas in which they have 
been assessed as having marked been assessed as having marked 
difficulty..Weredifficulty..Were this stance replicated this stance replicated 
across the SEN board, its equivalence across the SEN board, its equivalence 
might be to require a nonmight be to require a non--reader to read reader to read 
War and Peace in a single settingWar and Peace in a single setting’’ Paul Paul 
Howard .1997Howard .1997



Psychological Psychological DefenceDefence MechanismsMechanisms

•• Barriers to protect the personality Barriers to protect the personality 
from fear of threat/anxiety and to from fear of threat/anxiety and to 
keep this conflict from coming to the keep this conflict from coming to the 
conscious level.conscious level.

•• ProjectionProjection –– when we have unbearable, when we have unbearable, 
painful feelings we externalise them by painful feelings we externalise them by 
pushing them out and trying to attribute pushing them out and trying to attribute 
them to others. them to others. 



ProjectionProjection

•• ImplicationsImplications
•• How you are feeling when with a child might How you are feeling when with a child might 

give you an indication of what they are feeling. give you an indication of what they are feeling. 
The task is to recognise which feelings are our The task is to recognise which feelings are our 
own and which are projected.own and which are projected.

•• Feelings need to be contained, named, if Feelings need to be contained, named, if 
appropriate given back in a appropriate given back in a ‘‘digesteddigested’’ acceptable acceptable 
form.form.

•• If they are projected back in the same way and If they are projected back in the same way and 
with the same intensity, they cause terror and with the same intensity, they cause terror and 
‘‘nameless dreadnameless dread’’..



Psychological Psychological DefenceDefence MechanismsMechanisms

•• DisplacementDisplacement
•• Displaces an emotion from one situation to Displaces an emotion from one situation to 

another. For example, a separation anxiety due another. For example, a separation anxiety due 
to a depressed or ill parent can lead to a school to a depressed or ill parent can lead to a school 
phobia. phobia. 

•• ImplicationsImplications
•• Look for an underlying cause in another Look for an underlying cause in another 

situation. For example, a bully may use power at situation. For example, a bully may use power at 
school because of feeling powerless at home.school because of feeling powerless at home.



Psychological Psychological DefenceDefence MechanismsMechanisms

•• TransferenceTransference
•• Where feelings and attitudes from a relationship Where feelings and attitudes from a relationship 

with main carers in the past are with main carers in the past are ‘‘transferredtransferred’’ and and 
rere--experienced in a later relationship, for experienced in a later relationship, for 
example, a teacher.example, a teacher.

•• ImplicationsImplications
•• A childA child’’s seeming inexplicable reaction to a s seeming inexplicable reaction to a 

member of staff may be triggered by who they member of staff may be triggered by who they 
are reminded of. Our own reaction to a child are reminded of. Our own reaction to a child 
may relate to our own experience of a may relate to our own experience of a 
relationship. relationship. 



BionBion -- ContainmentContainment

•• How can we contain the overwhelming How can we contain the overwhelming 
and powerful feelings and withstand the and powerful feelings and withstand the 
onslaught?onslaught?

•• How can we show pupils that they are How can we show pupils that they are 
‘‘held in mindheld in mind’’??



The Learning TriangleThe Learning Triangle

•• RelationshipRelationship

Pupil

Teacher

Task



Why is learning dangerous for Why is learning dangerous for 
some children?some children?

•• Learning requires us to feel positive about Learning requires us to feel positive about 
ourselvesourselves

•• Learning requires taking risksLearning requires taking risks
•• Learning requires trust in relationshipsLearning requires trust in relationships
•• Learning requires Learning requires ‘‘taking intaking in’’ and some and some 

children feel they are not worthy or too children feel they are not worthy or too 
full up with other stufffull up with other stuff



What is a good learner?What is a good learner?

•• feels safe, willing to take risksfeels safe, willing to take risks
•• has good selfhas good self--esteemesteem
•• can seek help when needed without expecting can seek help when needed without expecting 

criticism or ridiculecriticism or ridicule
•• able to concentrate, be in the able to concentrate, be in the ‘‘flowflow’’
•• able to manage frustration, anxiety, able to manage frustration, anxiety, 

disappointmentdisappointment
•• capacity to bear not knowingcapacity to bear not knowing
•• optimistic and positive attitude to a problemoptimistic and positive attitude to a problem
•• can wait for attentioncan wait for attention



What is Emotional Literacy?What is Emotional Literacy?

•• ‘‘The ability to The ability to recogniserecognise, handle and , handle and 
appropriately express emotions.appropriately express emotions.’’
Elizabeth Morris, School of Emotional Elizabeth Morris, School of Emotional 
Literacy,UKLiteracy,UK..



Daniel Daniel GolemanGoleman

•• SelfSelf--awarenessawareness
•• Managing emotionsManaging emotions
•• MotivationMotivation
•• EmpathyEmpathy
•• Handling relationshipsHandling relationships



The Link with LearningThe Link with Learning

•• It is impossible to learn when we are It is impossible to learn when we are 
overwhelmed by feelingsoverwhelmed by feelings

•• Positive emotions influence concentration, Positive emotions influence concentration, 
memory, problemmemory, problem--solving and learning skillssolving and learning skills

•• Positive relationships with teachers affect our Positive relationships with teachers affect our 
ability to learnability to learn

•• We need to have experience of how a target We need to have experience of how a target 
feels in order to achieve itfeels in order to achieve it



Donald Donald WinnicottWinnicott

•• ‘‘Naming makes shared, and therefore, Naming makes shared, and therefore, 
socially acceptable, what was previously socially acceptable, what was previously 
private fantasy, gives greater selfprivate fantasy, gives greater self--
awarenesawarenes and therefore control, allows and therefore control, allows 
fantasy to be checked with reality, fantasy to be checked with reality, 
increases the capacity to remember and increases the capacity to remember and 
reduces guilt. It is not, therefore, a failure reduces guilt. It is not, therefore, a failure 
to interpret. to interpret. WinnicottWinnicott, 1971., 1971.



So what now?So what now?

•• Make it clear that emotional health is as Make it clear that emotional health is as 
important as physical health. important as physical health. 

•• Pay attention to your own emotional state Pay attention to your own emotional state 
and have strategies for getting into a and have strategies for getting into a 
positive state for teaching and learning. positive state for teaching and learning. 
Share these strategies with learnersShare these strategies with learners

•• Learn to listen to the feelings underlying Learn to listen to the feelings underlying 
communications with you. communications with you. 



LanguageLanguage

•• Be prepared to name the feelings, Be prepared to name the feelings, 
particularly the overwhelming particularly the overwhelming emotions.emotions.’’II
wonder if you are now feeling wonder if you are now feeling 
disappointed and let downdisappointed and let down’’..

•• Encourage pupils to develop a vocabulary Encourage pupils to develop a vocabulary 
of feelings. This can be done through of feelings. This can be done through 
subjects such as History, English, subjects such as History, English, 
Geography and Art.Geography and Art.



Include the Include the ‘‘badbad’’ feelingsfeelings

•• Develop activities which allow recognition and Develop activities which allow recognition and 
acceptance of negative feelings acceptance of negative feelings e.ge.g competitive competitive 
games such as hangman, battleships, teach games such as hangman, battleships, teach 
children how to win and lose safely. children how to win and lose safely. 

•• Make sure children know it is not the Make sure children know it is not the feelingsfeelings
which are bad. We all havewhich are bad. We all have bad bad feelings, we feelings, we 
need to acknowledge and decide how to act on need to acknowledge and decide how to act on 
them.them.

•• Use creative activities and metaphor to help Use creative activities and metaphor to help 
pupils explore feelings in a safe, pupils explore feelings in a safe, ‘‘containedcontained’’ way way 
e.ge.g stories, drawings, modelling, games, videos, stories, drawings, modelling, games, videos, 
soapssoaps



For the staffFor the staff

•• Ensure all staff know the importance of Ensure all staff know the importance of 
emotions in learning, discuss it with them, help emotions in learning, discuss it with them, help 
them manage their own stages. them manage their own stages. 

•• Encourage the setting up of staff support groups Encourage the setting up of staff support groups 
to discuss cases. to discuss cases. 

•• Admitting to not knowing something or feeling Admitting to not knowing something or feeling 
overwhelmed is not a weakness.overwhelmed is not a weakness.

•• Focus on a skill Focus on a skill e.ge.g empathy and make explicit empathy and make explicit 
links in all curriculum areas.links in all curriculum areas.

•• Link to learning stylesLink to learning styles



And finallyAnd finally……....

•• Remember that Remember that BionBion talks about talks about ‘‘goodgood--
enough motheringenough mothering’’. There is also . There is also ‘‘goodgood--
enoughenough’’ teaching. You do not need to be teaching. You do not need to be 
perfect. You need to be prepared to think perfect. You need to be prepared to think 
about the good and the bad.about the good and the bad.



Let me know ! Let me know ! 

•• Marie Delaney   October 2007Marie Delaney   October 2007
•• The Learning Harbour, The Learning Harbour, CrosshavenCrosshaven, Co , Co 

CorkCork
•• Tel : 087 3150751Tel : 087 3150751
•• Email : Email : mars37_2002@yahoo.co.ukmars37_2002@yahoo.co.uk


